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and never miss a photo again!
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Countdown Landing Page
This was the first idea that I had for the
landing page, a simple countdown timer
until the release of the app.
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The Problem

Appearing Images
My next idea was to have the landing page
have photos used in the branding material
appear on the website, which would then
be layered with a short description of the app.
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Tabbed
To account for the possibility of needing more
information to be present on the website,
I designed a landing page with tabs that can
be clicked to open and close, so that the user
is only seeing as much information as they would like.

Sectioned
This is similar to the tabbed version, except the
sections would always be open and the user
would have to scroll down to read everything
or click on the links at the top of the page that
would take them to a specific section.

The App

The Team
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Initial Website Deign
This is the style of the website my team and
I settled on after going through further iterations.

Copy Revisions
We showed the design to the clients and they liked it.
The only things they felt needed to change was the
copy, which was an easy fix.
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Version 1
I decided that I would create some images to
take up the space above the blurbs of text.
After showing this version to my team, they
didn’t feel as if the images were working together
as a series. I took their advice and decided to
keep iterating.
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Area
Going off the idea of area and collecting photos,
I decided to start off by placing something
resembling a photo both within and outside
of a GPS area bubble.

Polaroid
I transitioned to creating the image of a Polaroid,
rather than using just rectangles to get across
the idea of a photo, because I felt that a
Polaroid picture is more recognizable.

More Polaroids
I kept iterating on the Polaroids within
the area bubble so that they were
distinguishable and different from each other.
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Phone Flash
One of my team members had an idea to use the
illustration of a phone as its camera flashes to
depict that the photos are also saved directly to
your camera roll while also uploading it to the app.

Polaroid Grid
To depict the ability to save any images from the
area around you, I used the Polaroid icon from
before and placed them in a grid to somewhat
resemble layout of photos in the camera roll.
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Version 2
I placed the images I created into the context
of the website. After showing this to my team,
we felt as if there was something about them
that didn’t feel cohesive with the rest of the brand.
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Second Website Design
After figuring out that the illustrations felt
off brand, we decided to scrap the idea
and utilize screenshots of the app that would
change within the phone, along with the
blurb of text describing the image.
Other elements of the page also changed,
such as bringing the email sign-up form into
the white area and doing away with the footer,
making the need for scrolling unnecessary.
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Final Website Design
This is the final iteration of the website, shown
in both the desktop and mobile formats.

